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India’s defense minister Rajnath Singh’s visit to Mozambique
in July 2019 also strengthened the maritime channel of coo‐
peration between India andMozambique. In order to streng‐
then strategic ties on the maritime domain, India signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) withMozambique
during this visit and gifted 44 SUVs and two Fast Interceptor
Boats (FIBs).² Indian interest in this country is growing for
obvious reasons: Mozambique’s long coastline offers a chan‐
nel between the Indian Ocean and IOC countries, to which
India and other competing powers like China, accord high
importance. Additionally, the West African Coast and the
Horn of Africa have emerged as piracy-prone zones, which is
a critical matter for countries in the region including India’s
maritime trade. Overcoming such a challenge has encouraged
India to strengthen communication with countries in the
Mozambique Channel, particularly Mozambique.

With the Horn of Africa turning into an assertion zone for
Middle Eastern states, India is increasingly finding it impor‐
tant to push a rules-based order as envisaged in its “free, open
and inclusive” Indo-Pacific vision, highlighted in PrimeMini‐
ster Modi’s 2018 Shangri-La Keynote Address.³ The involve‐
ment of the UAE, Iran, Qatar, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia in
Africa might lead to an overflow of existing rivalries, as was
seen in their interventions in Sudan and Somalia that ultima‐
tely had destabilizing consequences, culminating in a break‐
down of political and economic stability in the region.⁴ This
could result in adverse effects on the Gulf of Aden and Red
Sea trade routes—both valuable routes from which Indian
imports worth USD 50 billion and exports worth USD 60
billion pass.⁵ The extension of India’s Indo-Pacific vision into
the Western Indian Ocean is, therefore, emerging to be extre‐
mely significant.

New Delhi’s articulation of an "inclusive" Indo-Pacific con‐
struct requires a connection with African littoral states as a
key component. In other words, India’s inclusion in the IOC
as an observer member echoes its "continental connect" inclu‐
sive construct that NewDelhi seeks to establish between Asia
and Africa through the maritime domain. India’s cooperative
venture to envision a more constructive engagement with Ja‐
pan along with the African littoral states through a “Platform
for Japan-India Business Cooperation in Asia-Africa Region”
is a fine reflection of the same and indicates an Indo-Pacific
inclusive vision.⁶

LINKING TO INDO-PACIFIC CONSTRUCT

Globally, strategic focus has converged on the importance of
South Asia and its connection to the broader Pacific region.

OnMarch 6, 2020, India secured the distinction of ob‐
server status to the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC), an as‐
sociation that consists of five Indian Ocean states—Mauri‐
tius, Seychelles, Madagascar, Comoros, and Réunion (Fran‐
ce). New Delhi is now formally clubbed in the IOC along
with the four other observer countries of China, Malta, the
European Union, and the International Organisation of La
Francophone (OIF). What does this mean for India’s power
play in the Indo-Pacific?

Fundamentally, inclusion in the IOC points to a more serious
structural maritime engagement for India in the Western In‐
dian Ocean region. The IOC is a key grouping working to fo‐
ster cooperation on both traditional and non-traditional se‐
curity matters of the Western Indian Ocean, which connects
the Southeastern Coast of Africa with the mainstream Indian
Ocean. In other words, this association opens the gateway for
a more formal "continental connection" between India and
the Eastern African coastal countries bordering the Indian
Ocean. It not only enhances India’s stature as a rising mariti‐
me power in the Western Indian Ocean, but also exemplifies
India’s security-based desire for institutionalized association
with countries in the region. It promotes cooperation bet‐
ween India and the littoral countries on the Eastern African
Coast in a number of key activities in the region: maritime-
military aid and assistance, capacity building, joint military
exercises, sea patrolling, logistics and intelligence assistan‐
tship, and naval training.

PLATFORM FOR INCREASED ENGAGEMENT

IOC observer status also opens up a platform for engagement
on the Mozambique Channel. With the continuous rise in
hostilities around the Strait of Hormuz, focus has shifted
from the Suez Canal to the Mozambique Channel as an origi‐
nal route for commute of commercial goods and oil tankers.
Therefore, the Mozambique Channel has emerged as a major
chokepoint and an extension of the Indian Ocean between
Madagascar andMozambique. The involvement in anti-pira‐
cy patrols and trainingMozambique defense and intelligence
personnel are all indicators of India’s engagement with this
littoral state. To this end, PrimeMinister Narendra Modi visi‐
ted Mozambique first during his July 2016 visit to Africa in‐
dicating a growing thrust on Indian engagement. India has,
subsequently, prioritized solidifying security relations with
Mozambique and the other littoral countries: the plan to de‐
velop the Beira coal terminal via Public Private Partnership
(PPP) between India’s Essar Ports and the Mozambique go‐
vernment is a part of this Indian strategic outreach towards
Africa.¹
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of Indian coastline as well as 14,500 km of navigable water‐
ways.⁹ As a part of Sagarmala, a co-initiative, SAGAR, has
been concurrently envisioned to address India's urgent need
to build ties with the IOR countries. The aim is to create a
framework of trust with India’s lead in order to connect suc‐
cessfully with a range of countries from the immediate neigh‐
borhood to the extended neighborhood in the maritime do‐
main. A practical indication of this is already noticed with In‐
dia providing Covid-19 pandemic related assistance to Maldi‐
ves, Mauritius, Madagascar, Comoros, and Seychelles.¹⁰

Involvement with the IOC would also provide India an op‐
portunity for greater security cooperation with the Vanilla
Islands and East Africa. Institutional participation in the
IOC, thus, offers a support base for PrimeMinister Narendra
Modi’s Indo-Pacific Ocean Initiative (IPOI).¹¹ Aimed at pu‐
shing forward India’s security pillars in the Indian Ocean Re‐
gion, the IPOI furthers India’s inclusive approach to connect
the Pacific Ocean with the Indian Ocean giving emphasis to
the Western Indian Ocean.¹² To India’s advantage, both the
IOC and IPOI come as a complement, not only to the inclu‐
sive proposition that PrimeMinister Modi spoke about at the
2018 Shangri-La Dialogue, but also to efforts in connecting
with mainstream European actors key to India’s formulation,
such as France.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

Strategic communities across the world have started stressing
over the need for a "Quad plus" construct in the Indo-Pacific
where France is increasingly seen as an important partner.¹³
During French President Emmanuel Macron’s first presiden‐
tial visit to French overseas territories, he announced that in
the first few months of 2020, India will be deploying naval

For instance, this strategic shift can be gauged by the official
renaming of the U.S. Pacific Command as the U.S. Indo-Paci‐
fic Command in 2018. The inclusion of the term "Indo" de‐
notes a clear recognition of the pivotal importance of India in
the conceptualization of the Indo-Pacific. Maritime Asia fur‐
ther underscores the importance of the Indo-Pacific which
has replaced the Atlantic Ocean as the strategic hub and cru‐
cial trade corridor of the world—one-third of international
bulk cargo and two-thirds of the world’s oil shipments pass
through the Indian Ocean.⁷ The Indo-Pacific construct reco‐
gnizes the economic, security and geopolitical linkages bet‐
ween theWestern Pacific and the Indian Ocean. In this re‐
gard, India’s inclusion in the IOC furthers a structural enga‐
gement with the Indo-Pacific region that was missing in the
erstwhile named age of the "Asia-Pacific."

On a grander scale, India’s incorporation in the IOC would
provide NewDelhi a strategic platform to further its inclusive
proposition on the Indo-Pacific as exemplified in its concept
of SAGAR (Security and Growth for All in the Region).⁸ It
would encourage India to gauge and estimate a possible stra‐
tegic opportunity to re-establish and revamp its connection
with the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) countries that New
Delhi’s "Sagarmala" and "SAGAR" propositions are signaling
towards. To ensure its domestic efforts in promoting an In‐
dian approach towards the Indo-Pacific, the Indian govern‐
ment has started many initiatives. Out of these, "Sagarmala" is
one of the most ambitious initiatives dedicated to the Ocean
strong; "Sagarmala" is an Indian (Hindi) word that translates
as “Ocean necklace.”

Sagarmala was approved by the Union Cabinet in 2015 and
saw the preparation of a National Perspective Plan (NPP)
that addressed the comprehensive development of 7,500 km

Mumbai, India. Oil tanker Nectar docks in Mumbai. (Ting Chen / CC BY-SA)
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Madagascar and Seychelles can also prove to be beneficial. In‐
dia-France cooperation via IOC cannot only strengthen Fran‐
ce’s IORA bid but also lead to links with the ASEANRegio‐
nal Forum (ARF) to which India is party; this would be mu‐
tually beneficial for India and France as it would provide a se‐
curity mechanism that is pan-IOR. Further, with the chair‐
manship of the Indian Ocean Navies Symposium (IONS)
passing to France in 2020 until 2022, scope for broader enga‐
gement only increases.

Expanding this Western Indian Ocean outreach with its
Indo-Pacific partners, Japan and Australia as Quad partners
along with the United States can also prove to be a successful
maritime security and prosperity venture for India that com‐
bines the Pacific and Indian Oceans. India’s IOC inclusion
will provide a platform to present common and shared vi‐
sions with its trilateral partners Japan and Australia, streng‐
thening the trilateral grouping while furthering the mutual
goal of a "free" and "open" Indo-Pacific. A future where Au‐
stralia, France and even the United States join the India-Japan
envisioned “Platform for Japan-India Business Cooperation
in Asia-Africa Region” can be ideated, strengthening a "Quad
plus" approach in the IOR. The proposed platform between
Japan and India is aimed at promoting industrial corridors
and supply chain networks in the IOR, factoring the Sou‐
theast African littoral countries.

aircraft to Réunion as part of a broader security understan‐
ding between France and India. The 2019 logistics pact as
well as the maritime information sharing agreement with
France also has Réunion at its core. The IOC hence provides
India the opportunity to push forward its Western Indian
Ocean strategy and inadvertently find a new and amiable ma‐
ritime partner in France. It is important to remember that
France is a traditional actor in the Western Indian Ocean
theatre and has naval bases, economic linkages and geopoliti‐
cal sensitivity within the region.

The IOC, mainly due to its common colonial historical linka‐
ges, has largely been dominated by French-speaking territo‐
ries. The 2018 India-France joint strategic vision for coopera‐
tion in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) mentioned specifical‐
ly that France would extend support for India’s IOC entry.¹⁴
India in return agreed to welcome “enhanced participation”
by Paris in the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA). Fran‐
ce is a dialogue partner of IORA but its membership, espe‐
cially via its overseas territories, has received opposition from
former colonial states of the Association. With inclusion in
the IOC, India and France can promote their maritime coo‐
peration while a great number of Indian-origin people in La
Réunion can provide opportunities for deeper cooperation in
a range of areas from cultural linkages to economic bonding.
For France, India’s close relations with IOCmembers like

Map of the Indo-Pacific biogeographic region. (Eric Gaba / CC BY-SA)
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A partaking in the IOC also furthers a more visible Indian ap‐
proach to Indian Ocean politics vis-à-vis China. Beijing has
been Africa’s largest trading partner for close to a decade
now; further, it has constructed naval bases in Djibouti, whi‐
ch overlooks the fourth most vital global chokepoint for oil
and natural gas, as well as Bab-el-Mandeb and the Gulf of
Aden.

Since Beijing secured observer status in the IOC, China has
nurtured a more constructive engagement with member
countries through donation agreements and security underta‐
kings. Frequent joint naval exercises to tackle piracy as well as
continuous political visits of the Chinese leadership to the
Western Indian Ocean countries reflect the Chinese govern‐
ment's growing outreach.

To China, the association with the IOC serves the political
purpose of solidifying its connections with Africa through
the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), a colla‐
borative initiative of China with Africa to ensure trade facili‐
tation, security agreements, industrial and infrastructural
connectivity promotion networks, capacity building, and
healthcare services while also promoting people-to-people ex‐
changes. It is important to remember that the IOCmember
countries are crucial to China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI); Madagascar and Seychelles have emerged an important
part of the BRI process with both being early signatories to
the ambitious Chinese initiative. In Madagascar, China is fi‐

Moreover, India’s association with the IOCmay also streng‐
then India-U.S. ties that aim to enhance cooperation in Afri‐
ca. Since 2015, both India and the United States have adop‐
ted a Statement of Guiding Principles (SGP) to forge trilate‐
ral cooperation for Global Development in Asia and Africa.
Indian cooperation with IOCmember-countries will come as
a value-addition to their envisioned cooperation in the region.
More importantly, India’s observer membership in the IOC
can prove to be a way for India to deepen U.S. interests in the
Western Indian Ocean, which at present does not factor into
the United States’ Indo-Pacific strategy. In a post-Covid
world, Indian presence in the Western Indian Ocean may
emerge as a new hope for supply chain networks, alternatively
to the mainly Asia- or China-centric supply chains of the pre-
Covid order. A partnership with India will only strengthen
American initiatives such as the Blue Dot Networks (BDNs),
Asia EDGE and ARIA initiatives. Creation of diversified
Asia-Africa supply chain networks not reliant on single-sour‐
ced Chinese production lines can prove to be extremely bene‐
ficial for regional and global trade. With the venture being
spearheaded by U.S. partners like India, France, and poten‐
tially Japan and Australia, these supply chains can form the
backbone of a recalibrated rules based post-Covid economic
order.

BALANCING THE CHINESE OUTREACH

Hamburg, Germany. China Shipping Container Lines container ship CSCL Indian Ocean. (Gunnar Ries / CC BY-SA)
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nancing a number of projects including reconstruction of na‐
tional road infrastructure.¹⁵ Initiatives ranging from trade and
economic cooperation to industrial and infrastructural coo‐
peration between China and Seychelles have also seen a new
momentum over the last few years.¹⁶ In the backdrop of Co‐
vid-19, China’s “charm offensive” strategy will witness a new
pitch in Africa, with the Western Indian Ocean countries
continuing to be vulnerable to Chinese financial adventuri‐
sm. In the background of such Chinese adventurism, India’s
involvement with the IOC will certainly improve NewDe‐
lhi’s strategic connection with the countries in the region, in
terms of actualizing maritime cooperation to forging greater
maritime trade and economic cooperation.

INDIAAS THE CONTINENTALCONNECTOR

The Indo-Pacific is arguably the most important geopolitical
region of the world at the moment. With increased hostility
between the United States and China personified in the form
of a trade war and a tug-of-war on the coronavirus, India rests
at the fulcrum of the Indo-Pacific upon the threat of an in‐
creasingly assertive China and the rebirth of Japan as a key re‐
gional/global power. With connectivity serving as the key
cause of contention, as well as the focal demand of the region,
initiatives by countries with vested interests in the Indo-Paci‐
fic have received an immense boost. Reiterating time and
again that its presence in the Indo-Pacific is for India’s own
growth and not against a specific threat, India’s connectivity
vision and initiatives, including its associations with various
multilateral forums such as the IOC, nonetheless have a wor‐
risome backdrop vis-à-vis China. This can be seen by India’s
focus on establishing fast and strong partnerships with regio‐
nal powers, both in quadrilateral (Australia-India-Japan-Uni‐
ted States) and trilateral (Australia-India-Japan, and India-Ja‐
pan-United States) formats, in a manner acceptable vis-à-vis
China with hopes of presenting India as a stronger regional
security power.

The Indo-Pacific in the ‘Asian Century’ has become the po‐
wer center of international geopolitics and trade. With the
emergence of China as a "revisionist’ power," the Asian map
is being reimagined for nations with the idea of Asia-Pacific
giving way to the Indo-Pacific, keeping the geopolitical reali‐
ties and balance of power politics in perspective. The changed
parlance has active consequences in the real world and shapes
the way nations view, challenge and react to the regional or‐
der. To this extent, India’s involvement in the IOC will cer‐
tainly enhance its Indo-Pacific vision, emerging as a "conti‐
nental connecter" between Asia and Africa.
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